Governors State University
College of Business & Public Admin.
ACCT 452 Accounting Information Systems
Winter 1998 Sylabus (Ver: 1/13/98) B-Ref.# 100440

Thur. 7:30 -10:15 D2 358 (2nd Floor PC Lab: Left/Back)
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Instructor Philip Karpik [Car Pick], PhD

Office: C 3396 Ac/Fn/Ec Wing

Tel.: 708/534-4970 (V-Mail on 5th ring)
FAX: 708/534-8457 (FAX Only)

Thur

12:15-1:45 &3:15-7:15 &10:15-45pra\

Additional times by request

Li

or P-KARPIK@GOVST.EDU (e-mail)

Secretary: Olivia Cooper (Tel.: 708/ 534-4939 Office)
A PERSONAL NOTE from your instructor

We'll be exploring the challenges faced by those who manage accounting and related information in a
variety of organizations. The rest of the syllabus describes detailed objectives, the structure of the course,
and the environment for its successful completion. If done right, we'll all spend a lot of time and effort! The

hard work will pay off, however, as you find yourself better prepared to present your qualifications during
interviews and to apply AIS concepts on the job.
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Hours: Tues 12:15-1:45 &3:15-4:45pmtimes^j ft 2

630/941-8246 (home/EMERGENCY ONLY)
E-Mail: AIS452B@HQTMAIL.COM [Note "B"]
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Having taughtthis type of course at other universities, reviewed texts in the area, and served as a
consultantto business, government, and not-for-profit firms, I bring knowledge and experience to the
classroom. Just as important, though, is the enthusiasm Ifeel for both students and the subject matter of
the course. Welcome to AC452! I look forward to working with you.
COURSE TEXTS and MATERIALS:

1) Accounting Information Systems/7th Ed, Romney, Steinbart, &Cushing; 1997, Addison-Wesley
2) Integrated Accounting for Windows, Klooster &Allen, 1998, Southwestern (Can be shared)
3)Assorted readings and AIS texts (on library reserve or supplied by instructor) Suggested Only:
New Perspectives on Microsoft Office 97 Professional
Adamskl/ZImmerman/Zlmmerman/Parsons OJa/Shaffer/FInnegan/Ageloff (1997),

Course Technology (Division of International Thomson Publishing)
4) Box often (10) Backup data disks (3 1/2" DS HD)
5) 3-ring binder with a clear inset cover (portfolio)
PLAGIARISM AND ACADEMIC DISHONESTY WILL NOT BE TOLERATED. You are expected to turn

in assignments which are solely your own work. Ifyou do rely on outside sources they must be cited in accordance
with the format of the Accounting Review. Any form of academic dishonesty will resultin a zero on the
assignment, an additional instance will result in an "F" forthe course.

DEADLINES: Last day to drop a course with a 100% REFUND -SEPT. 14-Monday; Sept 28—Monday. - last
day to drop a course with a 50% REFUND!! Last day to WITHDRAW from a course is NOV. 9- Monday.
UNIVERSITY RULE ON INCOMPLETES: An incomplete "may be assigned by an instructor whenexceptional

p* circumstances prevent a student finishing all work required in a course." These are the only circumstances that the
1997-1999 Bulletin allows for the assignment of an " I."

